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Overview

Problem:
Applying curious free play to object manipulation scenarios in a sample-
efficient manner is an on-going challenge in Reinforcement Learning (RL)
as the relevant information lies in the sparse agent-object interactions. A
novel stimulus [1, 3] alone does not necessarily mean that it contains
useful or generalizable information to an individual, as it is agnostic to the
structure of the environment.

Our contributions:
We propose CEE-US: Curious Exploration using Epistemic Uncertainty via
Structured Models that achieves sample-efficient and interaction-rich ex-
ploration in multi-object manipulation environments. We use Graph Neural
Networks (GNN) as world model which has object-based and relational in-
ductive biases.
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Emergent behaviors observed during free play with CEE-US.

Intrinsic Phase of CEE-US

• Train ensemble of M GNNs {fθm | m=1, . . . ,M}.
• Intrinsic reward signal as epistemic uncertainty of the model:

RI(st, at) = tr
(
Cov({ŝmt+1 = fθm(st, at) | m = 1, . . . ,M})

)
.

•Active exploration with online model predictive control using the impoved
CEM (iCEM)[2], utilizing multi-step novelty with longer planning horizons.

Interaction-Richness of Free Play

Epistemic Uncertainty Heatmaps

Extrinsic Phase of CEE-US

After the intrinsic free play, we use the learned GNNs to solve downstream tasks
with model-based planning zero-shot without any additional training.

Thanks to the combinatorial general-
ization of GNNs, we can solve tasks
with more or less objects than seen dur-
ing free play.
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Zero-shot performance on downstream
tasks for CEE-US and MLP+ iCEM.

Offline Learning of Downstream Tasks

We investigate the quality of the data collected by the different methods in the
free-play phase for solving downstream tasks via offline RL, where we extract a
policy by repurposing the free-play data.

Task Disagreement RND ICM MLP+ iCEM CEE-US
Reach 0.09± 0.01 0.19± 0.05 0.2± 0.03 0.65± 0.09 0.94 ± 0.04

Pick & Place 1 obj. 0.07± 0.0 0.07± 0.0 0.07± 0.01 0.18± 0.06 0.43 ± 0.07

Conclusion

•CEE-US combines learning of GNNs as structured world models with curiosity-
driven, planning-based exploration.

•We achieve sample-efficient and interaction-rich exploration in compo-
sitional multi-object environments.

• In the extrinsic phase: use GNNs learned during free play to solve down-
stream tasks zero-shot with model-based planning.
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